
QUESTION

Would you be satisfied if more than half of the shoppers who visited 
your lot drove away before ever getting out of their car to browse? 

Of course not – and it’s no different on your website. Instead of just 
measuring how much traffic you get, remember it’s what visitors do 
on your website  after the click that really counts. Set goals around 
the shopping behaviors that lead to sales, and optimize campaigns 
to attract visits that are most likely to convert.

ANSWER
COST PER CLICK WON’T TELL YOU THE  
REAL COST OF QUALITY WEBSITE TRAFFIC. 

Have a dealership to run and don’t have time  
to be a digital marketing expert, too? 

You don’t need to have all the answers, but to manage your  
investment, you do need to know the right questions to ask.

How much are you really paying 
to get shoppers to your website? 

It’s not enough just to drive traffic. You’ve got to drive sales.  
So even if the cost per click is low, buying traffic that doesn’t  
engage will quickly burn your budget without a return. Shift  
your focus from getting more clicks to getting the right clicks.
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to talk to your Cars.com digital media consultant. 
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AdWords costs were up 83% in the Automotive category between 2012 
and 2014. As CPC costs skyrocket, you can’t afford to waste dollars on  

clicks to your website. Start by asking the right questions  
to discover the true cost of your website traffic.  

What is your bounce rate? 

A high bounce rate could signal trouble. You may be bidding on the wrong 
keywords or may not have optimized landing pages to support your goals.

Are service fees calculated into your campaign metrics?  

Keyword costs are just one line item when calculating the true cost  
of traffic to your site. Factor in campaign management fees to more  
clearly assess search marketing. 

Is traffic for paid search achieving these goals? 

Your cost per click may be low, but traffic that doesn’t convert  
against campaign goals quickly adds up and diminishes your ROI. 

What is your cost per click, conversion rate and cost per action  
at the keyword level? 

Campaign averages can mask underperforming keywords, and keep  
you paying for traffic to your website that doesn’t drive sales. Evaluate 
search performance at the keyword level to understand the true costs  
and identify waste. 

The only question left is how much you’re still  
willing to waste on keywords that don’t convert. 

What do you want shoppers to do when they get to your website? 

Think about the activities that lead to a sale and establish these as your  
campaign goals. Knowing your cost per VDP, cost per map view, cost per  
lead and cost per sale will give you a more complete view than cost per click. 


